HAIRSTYLIST
First-year Apprentice Learning Plan
Please indicate in the appropriate course column the skills to be focused on in this 125-hour course.
Feel free to add skills specific to your work site.

Trade Skills and Tasks

RAP 15
125 hrs

RAP 25A
250 hrs

RAP 25B
375 hrs

RAP 25C
500 hrs

RAP 35A
625 hrs

RAP 35B
750 hrs

RAP 35C
875 hrs

RAP 35D
1000 hrs

RAP 1853

RAP 2853

RAP 2854

RAP 2855

RAP 3853

RAP 3854

RAP 3855

RAP 3856

Demonstrates basic calculation and
measurement specific to trade
(metric/imperial)
Demonstrates proper care, use and
maintenance of tools and equipment
Handles hazardous materials according to
manufacturers’ specifications and
government regulations (WHMIS)
Prepares a wet or dry sanitizer
Demonstrates ability to sanitize hands,
tools and all equipment used in the trade
Shampoos and conditions hair for services
to follow
Cuts long hair with graduation using
scissors
Performs blunt cuts
Tapers hair using scissors, straight razor
and electric clippers
Thins hair using thinning shears or razor
Finishes and cleans nape, nose and ear hair
and eyebrows
Performs scalp treatments
Colours hair using temporary, demi, semi
or permanent colour
Colours hair by highlighting using cap or
foils
Removes artificial colour from hair
Winds and wraps hair to desired style,
knowing all specialty wraps
Styles hair using blow dryer, curling irons,
rollers, clips and dryer, electric rollers and
heat lamps
Performs finger waving and braiding
Consults with clients on all matters related
to services
Demonstrates ability, interest and
knowledge in carrying out retail sales

Note: These skills and tasks are taken directly from the Apprenticeship and Industry Training Record Book (Blue Book) as a general guideline
of the training required for a first-year RAP student.
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